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ABSTRACT
Event-based systems (EBS) enable companies to respond to
changes in their environment in a timely manner. To interpret event notifications, knowledge about their context is
essential. The matching mechanisms of publish/subscribe
systems depend on a common interpretation of event notifications and subscriptions that may span organisational
boundaries. To mediate between such semantic contexts,
we developed ACTrESS, a distributed middleware addon
for automatic context transformation in event-based software systems and message-oriented middleware (MOM) in
general. Transformations are substitutable at runtime and
transparent to the user. ACTrESS is built on top of a production strength open source MOM extending the Java Message Service API. In this paper we present the challenges
arising from differing contexts in event-based systems. We
introduce ACTrESS and evaluate our solution using workloads derived from findings from research projects dealing
with real-world applications of EBS.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
C.2.4 [Computer-Communication Networks]: Distributed Systems; D.2.12 [Software Engineering]: Interoperability—data mapping, distributed objects

General Terms
Management, Performance

Keywords
event-based systems, middleware, context mediation, event
semantics, contextualization, transformation

1.

INTRODUCTION

Event-based systems (EBS) enable enterprises to react to
meaningful events in their environment in a timely manner.
They decouple participants and allow for handling software
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systems dynamically joining and leaving business relationships over time [10, 23, 43]. Producers and consumers of
events are usually independently developed software components. This is a key advantage of EBS, as components
are loosely coupled. In fact, producers and consumers are
decoupled in time, space and synchronization [15]. They
are connected by a notification infrastructure, often called a
message-oriented middleware (MOM) in which event notifications are passed from producers to consumers in the form
of messages.
In today’s economy, supply chains comprise of different
companies around the globe. They require many different
participants and their software systems to cooperate in dynamically changing relationships. In such a setting, a company has to continuously accumulate information from different participants to decide on stock-levels, lot-sizes and
opportunities in sales. This includes capturing and processing information about meaningful events generated by
production processes and flows of goods.
Today’s supply chains lead to a heterogeneous software
landscape in which components are developed independently.
The problem of data and application integration has been
researched intensely for business applications [26] and even
commercial solutions like Informatica R exist. EBS are typically heterogeneous systems, in which clients of different vendors can be used for publishing and subscribing to events.
However, EBS have unique properties that require a new
approach to making applications understand each other’s
data: (1) communication partners are usually anonymous,
thus a consumer cannot identify the producer of an event notification; (2) (newly developed) producers and consumers
join and leave the EBS during runtime and on the fly; (3)
communication happens quick and nearly in real-time, thus
high latencies must be avoided; and (4) often, there is no
governing instance, as communication happens between mutual partners. Thus, agreeing on a globally accepted data
schema, structure and interpretation is not a feasible solution in real-world settings [25, 32, 3].
A component’s context, which is a set of external parameters (e.g., programming language or unit system in country
of use), defines how data is interpreted. Therefore, we advocate context-transformation in publish/subscribe MOM,
to avoid redundancies and unburden resource-constrained
producers and consumers (e.g., nodes in wireless sensor networks or mixed-mode systems). Our approach caters to the
specifics of EBS. We assume that a single producer or consumer is a homogeneous component and thus allow each pro-

ducer and consumer to specify a data interpretation context.
Our contributions are:
• we identify challenges for context transformation mechanisms in general;
• we model data interpretation contexts as modular, reusable units tailored to the characteristics of EBS as
outlined above;
• we suggest a distributed architecture that allows for
modifications at runtime, supporting the dynamic nature of EBS;
• we provide a prototypic implementation of our design
(ACTrESS), by modifying an existing JMS middleware, showing that the principles proposed can be integrated into industrial-strength middleware; and
• we evaluate our prototype, showing that our solution
does not impose measurable overhead and is advantageous to approaches employing techniques like selfdescribing messages.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: Section 2 gives some background information on event-based
systems and handling of contexts followed by a discussion
of related work on semantics and contexts. In Section 3
we present the design of our approach to describe and implement distributed context transformation in detail. We
discuss our implementation in Section 4. The evaluation of
our approach is presented and discussed in Section 5. Section 6 concludes this paper with a summary of our findings
and a brief outlook on future work.

2.

BACKGROUND

In traditional, pull-based database systems, data is rather
static and conforms to known schemata. In contrast, eventbased systems have to deal with highly dynamic streams of
information. Data is not known a priori and neither are
communication partners. This creates new challenges when
dealing with differing contexts. We developed ACTrESS to
meet these challenges and enable automatic context transformation in notification-based systems.

2.1

Running example

We will use a running example for illustration purposes:
today’s supply chains are complex and involve many companies around the globe. The need for a continuous flow of
information between the participants has increased significantly with the adoption of time-sensitive production strategies like just-in-time production. Manufacturers need to
know the delivery status of components delivered by subcontractors (including geographical position and estimated
time of delivery) to adapt as early as possible to any disturbances in stock supply. However, providers can use a
multitude of data formats to provide positioning information. For example, latitude/longitude coordinates as found
in GPS tracking systems are as valid as addresses. Furthermore, almost every country has its own mail address format.
A seamless information flow is also needed for dynamic
price calculation. Logistics providers can make better offers
if they can achieve higher capacity utilization. To calculate which container and vehicle to use, they need measurement and weight information from their customers. The

customers in turn can use information about available space
to get information about transportation capacity, allowing
for dynamic planning. However, different software systems
are likely to use different units. In world-wide settings, this
can be caused by different unit systems (e.g., Metric vs. Imperial) and even within one unit system, there are different
choices (e.g., giving weight in grams or kilograms).
These scenarios are not a mind construct but grounded
on two ongoing research projects DynamoPLV1 and Emergent2 , dealing with the seamless integration of production,
logistics, traffic management and transportation. Software
systems communicate with one another in an n-to-m fashion,
often without directly knowing their communication partners.

2.2

Context

The word context has different meanings, depending on
the discipline and application domain in which it is used.
For example, in ubiquitous computing, context often refers
to the user’s situation or the state of his/her environment [1].
On the other hand, natural language processing researchers
characterize context as the environment of a word in a sentence or text [27]. For the purpose of this paper, we see
context as a set of external parameters that lead to a certain
interpretation of data. Since a single producer or consumer
can be assumed to be a homogeneous component, it makes
sense to assign a set of transformation rules to each of them.
This set of transformation functions makes up the external
parameters. More specifically, a context (i.e., the set of external parameters) is a set of data types and an assignment
of units (e.g., meters for distance) to each attribute of each
data type. A context may also contain mapping instructions. Thus, we treat transformation contexts as first-class
citizens in a message-oriented middleware. Our definition of
transformation contexts enables easy structuring, reuse and
extensibility.
We want to illustrate this with our running example: a
logistics provider informs its customers about spare space
available in a container, hoping to fill that spare space and
offering a special price as incentive. Even if spare space
events are just composed of three coordinates for the available space and an attribute for the available weight, individual software components may have different names for these
attributes (e.g., x/y/z/w or height/width/depth/weight).
Thus, each spare space event must be mapped to the customer’s internal data type(s). Even if structure is the same,
meaning might still vary. For example, the measurements
of the available space are in centimeters for a Europe-based
logistics provider. In an American company however, measurements might always be treated in inches and if data is
not transformed, miscalculations will occur. Thus, the value
itself needs to be converted, which is only possible if source
unit and target unit are known.

2.3

Context Transformation Challenges

Hinze et al. analyzed application domains and identified a
core set of features that are typical for event-based applications [23]. We analyzed those domains with regard to event
producers and consumers residing in different contexts. We
identified value semantics, event representation, as well as
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extensibility and scalability as the three core challenges in
addition to the specifics of event-based systems.

2.3.1

Specifics of event-based systems

In event-based systems consumers do not know the identity of producers and vice versa. Thus, consumers are unable
to interpret data correctly unless event notifications always
follow a globally agreed schema, or consumers get some information about the data. A third option is to deliver the
data in a way that ensures the consumer receives it in the
way expected.
Matching event notifications to subscriptions also requires
context mediation, as subscriptions might be issued with
different data interpretation in mind (e.g., boundaries to an
attribute’s value). This is imperative as EBS are designed
for communications with rapidly changing partners.

2.3.2

Value Semantics

Values of events can have very different meanings. The
value itself often does not yield enough information that allows correct interpretation in all contexts. Even within one
system, a simple number is often ambiguous. Correct interpretation of the value, however, is crucial and automatic
inference of the unit is impossible due to similar magnitude
of some units, e.g. yards and meters. Currency complicates the problem with different units, as exchange rates are
very dynamic. Thus, the conversion function must know
whether to use the time of event production, the current
time or some fixed point in time. There are numerous ways
to express time: 13h, 13:00, 13:00:00, 1 pm, 1:00 pm are
all valid notations for one hour after noon. In addition, the
specified time might refer to global time, or local time. Local time can refer to the local time zone with or without
the hour for daylight saving time included. Alternatively, a
relative local time could indicate that the given time is the
time that passed since another event occurred. Many notifications carry location information. This might be in the
form of an absolute location (e.g. GPS coordinates) or in
relation to another object. Furthermore, location can refer
to logical or physical coordinates.

2.3.3

Event Representation

Event-based systems have an internal event representation, called event model : There are several ways to represent the structure of an event notification [31]. Notifications
can be structurally typed or have no predefined structure.
To allow flexibility even in typed systems, Oki et al. suggest self-describing notification objects [28]. They suggest to
employ adapters at the client-side to map between different
structures. However, when new producers join the system,
several consumers will have to be modified to understand the
new structural formats. Some EBS allow defining their event
notifications in a hierarchical way, similar to object-oriented
programming [16], while others have a flat, non-hierarchical
representation [9]. Notifications can be represented in the
Extensible Markup Language (XML), some binary format
or any other, suitable format. Each notification has a set
of attributes with corresponding values. However, the set
of attributes can differ between two applications, even for
the same application domain or two different versions of the
same application.
Usually, a label identifies notification attributes. However,
labels for a specific value can be ambiguous. For example,

the identification number for an event is usually labeled ’id’
but might as well carry the label ’identifier’.

2.3.4

Extensibility and Scalability

Extensibility has become a key requirement for nearly any
software. A context transformation middleware must be extensible so that the clients can at least add new transformation information.
Message-oriented middleware often provides a mechanism
to distribute the middleware across multiple servers. This
allows scaling with an increasing amount of clients. Supporting context transformation in the middleware must account
for that. Consequently, context handling should not hamper
scalability.

2.4

Related Work

In our analysis of related work, we identified two categories of existing approaches: context mediation in publish/subscribe systems to improve matching algorithms, and
integrating different data sources. The latter has been researched intensively in the data integration community, but
we will give related work only on a few selected aspects,
as our focus is on context mediation in publish/subscribe
systems. Most related work exhibits one or more of the
following shortcomings: (i) solutions operate on databases
and use expensive computations, which are too complex for
event-based systems (ii) approaches require an immutable
definition of the common ground and (iii) they rely on a
global definition of it.
Researchers identified the need to consider semantics when
dealing with events [11, 34]. Cilia et al. suggest that the integration of new clients into an event-based system in presence of data heterogeneity requires mediators [11] and ”explicit information about the semantics of events” [12]. They
advocate enhancing the notification mechanism by allowing
producers to pass semantic information and consumers to
receive data in their semantic context. To exchange semantic information, they use a self-describing model described in
[5]. While their ideas have influenced our work, our approach
stores context information inside the broker network for performance reasons (see Section 5) while remaining modular
and flexible. Furthermore, we show that our approach can
be integrated into existing, standard software. Scherp et al.
introduce an event model which supports different event interpretations. They approach semantics from another angle
and argue that the same event or set of events can have different interpretations and causality, depending on the context of the observer. Their work is more conceptual and
focused on developing a sound event model. Thus, they do
not provide any mechanism how to transform between different interpretations.
Some related work addresses the field of matching metadata and subscriptions semantically. Ruotsalo and Eyvönen argue that different metadata schemas hinder interoperability and promote the idea to transform the individual
schemas into a shared representation [32]. Their work focuses on the development of mapping rules. Skovronski and
Chiu describe a framework for a publish/subscribe system,
which uses semantic data to improve the expressiveness of
the subscription formulation language [36]. The focus of
their work lies on making subscriptions interoperable. The
Semantic Toronto Publish/Subscribe System (S-ToPSS) [29]

also aims at bringing semantics into publish/subscribe systems. S-ToPSS uses ontologies to match message data to
subscriptions, making use of synonyms, relationship knowledge or direct mapping functions. The authors do not rely
a on single, global ontology, as they believe that there will
be multiple, domain-specific ontologies instead. Wang et al.
build on this idea and introduce a publish/subscribe system
where subscribers express their interest in events in the form
of graph patterns [42]. They use the Resource Description
Framework (RDF) to represent events, converting incoming events into RDF automatically. However, they deliver
events to the subscribers always in RDF.
A lot of work has been done by Blair et al. in the context
of the European research project Connect [3, 21, 2] and
preceding work on reflective middleware [4] on the role of
ontologies in establishing interoperability in heterogeneous
and distributed software systems. Their goal is to provide
automatically generated software connectors to mediate between software systems that are heterogeneous in regard to
data (syntax and semantics) and application behavior. To
that end, participating systems (networked systems) semantically enrich advertisements about the services they offer
and requests for the services they want to consume. This
information is provided by the use of different Discovery
Protocols. Discovery Enablers collect these requirements
and use machine learning algorithms encapsulated in Learning Enablers to find matchings between supply and demand
of those heterogeneous services. Based on the output and
the models stored in a Model Repository, Synthesis Enablers
generate software connectors to mediate between requested
and supplied services. Their work is complementary to ours
for three reasons: (1) scope: the focus of Connect is to
provide mediators at runtime so that systems with heterogeneous behavior and service descriptions can be hooked up;
ACTrESS in turn is designed to work in message-based system federations that are already hooked up, focusing on heterogeneity of the data exchanged instead of heterogeneous
application behavior; (2) approach: Connect makes heavy
use of ontologies and machine learning to discover first and
foremost the functionality of systems; ACTrESS in turn uses
lightweight context descriptions which could be the result of
such learning techniques; (3) architecture: Connect’s Discovery Enablers have to rely on hard-wired plug-ins for each
Discovery Protocol to interpret the data encapsulated in the
advertisements and service-requests correctly; ACTrESS in
turn aims exactly at transforming these different interpretations of advertisements and notifications.
Wache and Stuckenschmidt describe a model for context
transformation to achieve semantic interoperability between
different information sources [38, 41]. Their approach uses
description logic in first order logic to describe ontologies for
the specific application domain, which they call the shared
vocabulary. They establish the shared vocabulary for all information sources, before performing transformations. Furthermore, they suggest two different kinds of context transformation: rule-based functional transformation and classificationbased transformation and give a unifying model. Wache and Stuckenschmidt focus on presenting a formal model
for context transformation, which they prove to be correct
and complete for their example domain. They integrated
their approach into a system, which operates on a database.
Guo and Sun suggest a concept-centric approach to exchange
product data between companies [22] with a focus on the do-

main of e-commerce data exchange. They suggest assigning
a context to each company, and transform from one context
to another when a company requests data. Their approach
encompasses assigning concepts to product data, which is
then transformed between contexts. Using contexts and
concepts, they suggest creating XML product maps, which
may then be queried by other companies. Similar to our
approach, they advocate a common concept in relation to
which other concepts are defined. However, they require all
participants to agree on a global concept. Obtaining information from various heterogeneous databases is a similar
problem. Researchers argue that a mediator should rewrite
database queries and query results to abstract from different representations and units [7]. Gannon et al. extended
this idea by developing a language that allows integrating
new information sources by specifying transformation rules
[20]. Both approaches cover only pull-based, static database
access, with a known recipient of the requested data.
Our approach focuses on the dynamic and fast nature that
is an inherent property of messaging systems. We built a
system that is tailored to event-based systems, operating
with low latencies and being modifiable at runtime, thus
we do not rely on a fixed set of data or rules. New producers and consumers can easily be integrated, with little
to no adaptation needed, as data transformation functionality is offloaded to the middleware. Furthermore, we do not
rely on a globally accepted common ground. In fact, producers and consumers can connect to different message-oriented
middleware systems (e.g., from different companies) at the
same time, using a different context for each.

3.

ACTRESS DESIGN

We suggest the following abstract architecture for distributed message brokers like Siena [9], Padres [18], Hermes [30],
or peer-to-peer based approaches [39]: connections to producers and consumers are handled by a Connection Handler. Messages arriving at the broker must pass through the
Context Handler, before being sent to the Message Handler.
Likewise, outbound messages pass through the Context Handler, before being passed to the Connection Handler to be
sent via the network (see Figure 1).
Upon receiving a message from a producer (P), the Context Handler uses its Transformation Engine to transform
the message into the root context. The Transformation Engine looks up the respective client’s context in the ClientContext-Mapping and queries the Context Repository for
the context. After the transformation, the message is passed
to the Message Handler and the middleware can then process the message further, e.g., calculating routing information or comparing it against existing subscriptions. Once
the message reaches the fringe of the broker network and
is about to be sent to the consumer (C), the Context Handler of the node at the fringe transforms the message from
the root context into the consumer’s context. Likewise, subscriptions from consumers are translated as well, so that
each consumer may issue subscriptions in their own context
(data flow of subscriptions is not shown in the figure).
Note that only the participants of the same broker network need to establish a root context, there is no need for
a globally accepted agreement. Different root contexts can
be used in different broker networks (in an extreme case
the root context could even differ between individual brokers). Messages can even be passed between these broker

networks by the same means as messages are exchanged between a broker network and its clients. Note that enforcing
a globally accepted root context would reduce complexity
even further, but does not reflect our typical event-based
applications in which there is no central controlling unit.

3.2

pub/sub broker

pub/sub broker
pub/sub broker

pub/sub broker
pub/sub broker

pub/sub broker
P

Connection
Handler

C
Transformation
Engine

concatenated with the context’s identifier within the node.
With content-based routing, transformations must occur at
the gateway nodes, because routing information is calculated
based on message content and consequently, the message
must be in the root context.

Context
Handler
Context Handler
ClientContextMapping

Message
Handler

Context
Repository

Figure 1: Abstract architecture of our solution.
Each message and subscription passes through the
Context Handler. The producer (P) and consumer
(C) shown do not necessarily share the same context.

Context Specification

The middleware cannot know the context of a client without any prior knowledge. Thus, producers and consumers
must specify which context they use when processing event
notifications. To keep definitions simple and usable, we advocate specifying a context in relation to another context.
Further, to greatly reduce n × m complexity, we propose to
have a root context, which acts as a reference point for other
context definitions, similar to [11]. Since we support a different root context on each broker node, complexity stays at
n × m in theory. However, in practice the number of broker nodes is much less than the number of producers and
consumers and not all broker nodes are interconnected. Our
design does not require the root context to be defined before
operation starts. In fact, message types can be added to the
root context at runtime.
Producers and consumers either reuse an existing context,
referencing it by its identifier, or provide their own specification. They can specify their context in relation to another
context. Note that this does not necessarily have to be the
root context. Thus, our design allows for context hierarchies
(see Figure 2), similar to type hierarchies in OOP languages,
keeping specification and maintenance efforts at a minimum.
By design, producers and consumers do not need any knowledge about other participants’ contexts. They do not even
need to know which other clients are connected.
C1

root

3.1

Context Repository

The Context Repository stores context definitions. Contexts are identified by a unique identifier. Since each node
has its own Context Handler, context repositories may contain differing content. This is useful, as only the necessary
contexts need to be stored. However, it might be desirable
for consistency reasons or dynamic load balancing to have a
shared repository across all nodes. Any suitable algorithm
for data exchange in distributed storage can be used for that
[35, 24]. As we have shown in previous work, we can integrate the necessary maintenance messages into the regular
network traffic with little overhead [17].
If the middleware uses channel-based routing, transformations can be performed on any node along the routing
path, allowing for highly flexible load balancing. However,
nodes that want to transform the message must be able to
obtain knowledge about the producer’s or the consumer’s
context. If the Context Repository contains the required
context (for example because the repository is replicated
across all nodes), the node can simply query its own local
copy. Alternatively, nodes could be allowed to query the broker network for specific contexts. Both approaches require a
naming scheme, to identify contexts uniquely. We suggest a
hierarchical naming scheme, similar to class naming schemes
in modern object-oriented programming (OOP) languages.
The identifier could consist of the node’s unique identifier

US

Europe

C3
C4

C2

German

Figure 2: Context example. Client C1 has been defaulted to the root context. C2 has the US context,
while C3 and C4 both have the German context,
which inherits all definitions of the Europe context.
The root context consists of a set of event notification
types and common conversion functions (e.g. unit conversions). Event notification types are a set of attributes, each
of which has its own data type, as it is common in most
programming languages. It is also important that the root
context defines the unit in which it expects values. This can
be achieved by additional information carried by the data
type (e.g. meters for the attribute “distance”) or implicitly
by the data type (e.g. UniversalAddress vs. USAddress).
Figure 3(a) shows an example for a root context. The PositionUpdate notification type has a set of attributes defining a position update of a delivery vehicle. Since the data

Types

Transformation Rules

Conversion Functions
meters-to-yards: value*1.09
meters-to-feet: value*3.28
meters-to-inch: value*39.37

PositionUpdate

...

coordinates:Position
x:float
y:float
distanceRemaining:float

[meters]

destAddress:UniversalAddress
firstName:String
lastName:String
specifics:String

(a) Example Root Context
Types

Transformation Rules

PositionUpdate

UniversalAddress

coordinates:Position

toUSAddress

LogInfo.UniversalAddress

x:float
y:float
distanceRemaining:float

Conversion Functions

identity

toUSAddress = {
// conversion
}

[yards]

destAddress:USAddress

...

firstName:String
lastName:String
street:String
zip:String

(b) US Context
Figure 3: Example context definition
type float does not implicitly define its unit, the unit for
the remaining distance is explicitly stated. Among the PositionUpdate notification type are other types (indicated
by the small, nested structures). The set of transformation
rules is empty and the conversion functions are a set of various unit conversions.
A context defines its own event notification types and additionally, a set of rules how to transform from/to the root
context’s event notification types (note that a single context can only define transformations either to or from the
root context). Since often only a few attributes have to be
converted, we allow for a very fine grained rule definition, details can be found in [14] including conflict resolution mechanisms. Often, this is enough to transform event notifications
from or to the root context. However, some transformations
might require custom conversion functions. Thus, a context
may also provide conversion functions as part of its definition. These functions may overload existing functions from
higher up the hierarchy. New contexts only need to specify
the differences to their parent context. This allows clients
to reuse existing context definitions easily.
As an example, refer to Figure 3(b). It illustrates how a
US context can be defined. Note that PositionUpdate now
contains a USAddress attribute, rather than a UniversalAddress attribute. This of course means that – at least from a
programming language perspective – the two types are not
compatible. However, since we aim at tailoring the notifications to the client’s needs, this is not a problem. As in the
root context, the unit for the remaining distance is explicitly
stated. In addition, the transformation rules define which
conversion function to use for transforming UniversalAddress attributes. The first rule states that all attributes of
type UniversalAddress should be converted to US addresses
with the provided function. However, logging functionality should not be affected and thus, the identity function

should be applied to UniversalAddress attributes appearing in LogInfo types (representing an item to be logged).
Figure 4 shows an example event notification transformation when converting a PositionUpdate from the root
context to the USContext. For easier readability, we chose
XML as the data representation, but any other representation is possible as well. The remaining distance is converted
with the standard unit conversion functions, while the destination address is converted using the toUSAddress function
(as stated in the rules).

3.3

Extending the Root Context

In Section 2 we argue that the root context must be extensible. Our design allows for easy and seamless extension of
the root context. New event notification types can be added
to the root context at runtime. Existing contexts will not be
affected, since their transformation rules do not refer to the
new types. New conversion functions can be added as well.
Even if the new function is named exactly like a function of
an extending context, this will not change how that extending context works, as the function is simply overloaded.
The need to extend the root contexts usually arises when
new producers or consumers join the broker network and
require new notification types. They have to agree on the
new part of the root context, which is then simply added.
Since transformations happen in the middleware, this extension happens transparently to all other producers and
consumers.

3.4

Updating Existing Contexts

Clients can update contexts stored in the broker’s context
repository by sending the new definition of a context to the
broker. However, a context can only be updated if it is not
used by another producer or consumer, because they depend
on the current definition. A producer uses a context c, if it

<P o s i t i o n U p d a t e >
<c o o r d i n a t e s >
<x >30.48303 </x>
<y >20.30840 </y>
</ c o o r d i n a t e s >
<d i s t a n c e R e m a i n i n g >3082</ d i s t a n c e R e m a i n i n g >
<d e s t A d d r e s s >
<f i r s t N a m e >David</f i r s t N a m e >
<lastName>M i l l e r </lastName>
< s p e c i f i c s >s t r e e t=Main ; number =3791;
. . . ; z i p =30834</ s p e c i f i c s >
</d e s t A d d r e s s >
</P o s i t i o n U p d a t e >

The new context definition has to be synchronized across
all nodes. Furthermore, the broker network has to be queried
to determine if there are other clients using the context. This
causes a short synchronization overhead. However, the frequency of context updates is several orders of magnitude
lower than compared to the frequency of normal event notifications.

3.5

Transformation in the Middleware

We suggest doing the transformation in the middleware
rather than in the clients for several reasons:
• Manageability of context changes and supporting
new producers or consumers.

<P o s i t i o n U p d a t e >
<c o o r d i n a t e s >
<x >30.48303 </x>
<y >20.30840 </y>
</ c o o r d i n a t e s >
<d i s t a n c e R e m a i n i n g >3359.38 </ d i s t a n c e R e m a i n i n g >
<d e s t A d d r e s s >
<f i r s t N a m e >David</f i r s t N a m e >
<lastName>M i l l e r </lastName>
<s t r e e t >Main</ s t r e e t >
<number>3791</number>
...
<z i p >30834</ z i p >
</d e s t A d d r e s s >
</P o s i t i o n U p d a t e >

Figure 4: An exemplary event notification transformation according to contexts defined in Figure 3.
The event notification is transformed from the root
context into the US context of a consumer.
advertises events in the context c. Likewise, a consumer uses
a context c, if it defined its subscription in the context c and
expects events in this context. Since we have a hierarchical
context model, a context c is also in use, if a context that
directly or indirectly extends c is in use. More formally, if
uses(c) denotes the set of producers and consumers that use
context c and extends(c) denotes the set of contexts that directly extend c, we define the transitive closure extends∗ (c)
as
c0 ∈ extends∗ (c) ⇔(c0 ∈ extends(c))∨
(∃c1 , . . . , cn : c1 ∈ extends(c)∧
c2 ∈ extends(c1 ) ∧ . . . ∧
c0 ∈ extends(cn ))
Then
depend(c) = uses(c) ∪ {uses(c0 ) : c0 ∈ extends∗ (c)}
A context c can be updated if and only if
depend(c) = ∅
Please note that a context might also be in use, even if the
corresponding client is not connected to the broker network.
This poses the question of what should happen if depend(c)
is not empty. Obviously, c cannot be changed as that would
break operation of other participants, but a new context c0
can be created, extending c and overriding the elements that
were intended to be updated. The client who intended to do
the update needs to be informed about this step so it does
not use the wrong name in future.

• Reusability of existing context definitions.
• Support for Resource-constrained clients that have
limited processing capabilities.
• Easy integration of our approach into existing software infrastructures.
It is easier to update contexts if they are stored in the middleware, rather than each client storing its own transformation instructions. The context repository allows reusing contexts and easily defining new contexts, helping both reusability and easy integration. Reusing a context in our case only
requires referencing it by an identifier. Defining a new context is easy if it can be based on already existing contexts.
Easy integration is especially important when software from
different vendors is used. EBS are typically heterogeneous
systems, in which clients of different vendors can be used
for publishing and subscribing to events, e.g. by using the
advanced message queuing protocol (AMQP) [40]. Thus,
context transformation in clients requires adapting various
code bases rather than adapting a central code base of the
middleware. Furthermore, resource-constrained clients like
wireless sensor nodes do not have enough processing capabilities to perform a transformation.

3.6

API Extension

To supply the server with the necessary information, we
suggest extending the API of the messaging system. Typically, message brokers provide interfaces for producers and
consumers (e.g., JMS provides the interfaces MessageConsumer and MessageProducer). We suggest adding two methods to the interfaces for producers and consumers:
setContext(String identifier) sets the context identified by identifier for the producer or consumer. Clients
may call this method at any time, allowing them to
switch contexts, should they feel the need to do so.
defineContext(String identifier, String definition)
supplies a context definition to the middleware, identified by identifier and defined by definition. If
the context repository is shared, calling this method
might trigger a synchronization of the repository. We
expect that new definitions are issued rarely, so this
small overhead is acceptable.

4.

ACTRESS IMPLEMENTATION

We implemented our approach for the Java programming
language on top of ActiveMQ [37]. ActiveMQ is an opensource, fast and reliable JMS [13] broker developed by the

Apache Software Foundation. In ActiveMQ, event notifications are modeled as messages. The following sections
describe our implementation and illustrate it with our running example. This approach covers all the challenges we
outlined in Section 2.3.
ActiveMQ supports plugins which allow intercepting messages before and after processing. This enables us to read
and modify the payload of messages before they are processed any further and before they are dispatched to their
respective consumers. We implemented such a plugin, representing the Context Handler. Developing a plugin also
shows that our approach is easily adaptable to other systems
and programming languages, as we do not require in-depth
modifications to ActiveMQ.

4.1

Context Transformation

We assume that event notifications contain hierarchically
structured data types. Flat data types can easily be emulated as they are simply hierarchical data types with only
one nesting level. We feel that it is important to support hierarchical structures as XML is a popular choice to structure
event data [31].
As described in Section 3 extending another context only
requires specifying the differences to the parent context. The
question now is how to efficiently transform event notifications from and to the root context. To avoid repeated
searching for definitions, we generate and compile a separate class for every defined context that has no dependencies on other contexts, by analyzing the defined data types
and transformation rules. The generated classes contain the
necessary information to access the required attributes and
possibly needed conversion instructions. We also ensure that
the context for a message can be found in constant time.
We employ a greedy transformation approach: messages
are transformed by the first broker they reach. The message
is then routed through the broker network and only transformed to the consumer’s context by the last broker in the
chain.
The transformation result is cached to avoid double work
in case of multiple consumers with the same context. Since
messages are usually rather small in size and the number
of contexts is relatively small, the cache can be kept purely
in memory and is large enough to store all transformation
results for each message currently processed by the middleware. This avoids accidental latency increases due to disk
accesses. Since each broker knows the number of connected
consumers, it knows when a cached result is no longer needed
and can free resources, avoiding memory contention.
In the case of JMS durable messages – messages that will
be delivered to consumers, once they reconnect – this might
lead to clearing the cache too early. However, as the next
section will show, transformation impact is minimal. Since
durable messages have to be loaded from a persistent storage, transformation overhead is governed by disk access.
Since the transformation happens in the middleware, our
approach is transparent for any producer or consumer. However, the bootstrapping (i.e. informing the middleware about
the context) is done at some point. We assume that this will
be done by the event-based administrator so that application developers can write producers and consumers without
worrying about context.

4.2

Administrative messages

Since we implemented our approach on a distributed broker network, we require some mechanism to pass administrative messages between the individual nodes (for example to
synchronize the context repository or to provide producers
and consumers with a facility to tell the middleware about
their context). For our prototype, we chose to use designated JMS topics through which producers and consumers
can inform the middleware about their contexts by sending appropriate messages. This approach also prevents the
need for heavy modifications to ActiveMQ and the JaveEE
libraries.
Similarly, brokers need to exchange some administrative
messages. Again, we use JMS messages on a designated
topic to provide this facility. In ActiveMQ, neighboring brokers in the broker network can be treated like consumers.
These special messages are intercepted by our plugin and
destroyed after processing, avoiding unnecessary processing
by the rest of ActiveMQ’s message handling stack.

5.

EVALUATION

To show the capabilities of our implementation, we compare it against a baseline of not doing any transformations
and an approach which uses Java reflection to identify the
attributes of incoming messages and transform them accordingly. This is how a library implementation (or a manual implementation without any additional contextual knowledge)
would work, as it has to process messages of unknown types.
Especially the extreme case of self-describing messages will
need to employ this or a similar mechanism of inspection.
On the upside, this allows new types to be straightforwardly
added at runtime. However, our experience shows that new
or changed message types are rare compared to the number
of messages sent.
We used our findings from our research projects (see Section 2) to design a realistic workload in terms of event size
and composition as well as producer-to-consumer ratio. Furthermore, we used our experience in benchmark design [33]
to ensure following sound benchmarking techniques.

5.1

Evaluation Setup

We ran our experiments in a distributed environment,
using servers with Intel Xeon Quad-Core processors with
2.33GHz and 16GB RAM. We distributed producers and
consumers across servers with Xeon Dual-Core processors
with 2.4GHz and 16GB RAM, allowing multiple clients on
the same machine. We ensured that driver machines (the
server running the producers and consumers) did not become the limiting factor in any way. Since we are not interested in the performance of the broker network itself, but
rather in the added overhead we did measurements just on
one broker. This is still feasible, as message traffic can be
assumed to be uniform across all brokers.
In addition, we also ran a few experiments in a local setting: producers, consumers and a broker instance ran on
the same machine. We use this setting to exclude network
contention and network latency and to gain a better understanding about limiting factors and influential sizes.

5.2

Scenarios

We compared four scenarios: base, none, actress and reflect. Scenarios base and none form the baseline and brokers
do not perform any transformation work. The difference between base and none is that in none we simulate contentbased publish/subscribe by accessing message content (requiring unmarshalling of the message). Scenario actress uses
our approach to transform incoming event notifications to
the root context and further to the respective consumer’s
context. Producers and consumers define their contexts as
explained in Section 3. Scenario reflect uses –as outlined
above– reflection for transformation identification and applications. To obtain fair results, we applied the same optimizations (e.g., caching) to the reflection-based approach
as we used in our approach. Naturally, the transformations
themselves were the same.
The transformations comprised typical transformation operations like replacing a type and converting between units
(see Section 3). Transformation design too was guided by
our experience from the research projects.
We did not evaluate scenarios in which one context extends another context, because extension happens on a purely
conceptual level and as explained, results in a compiled class.
Thus, it does not matter during runtime how deep in an
inheritance-chain a context was defined.
We evaluated each scenario with a producer-to-consumer
ratio of up to 1:10. We found that this is a realistic ratio in large scale enterprise applications. However, we also
evaluated smaller ratios, as we were also interested in the
performance development from a 1:1 to a 1:10 ratio.

5.3

Results

We did not observe any measurable difference for maximum throughput between scenarios none and actress (base
achieved about 20% more throughput, which is not surprising given that it uses only channel-based routing). Any measured differences were within measurement precision. However, the maximum throughput for the reflect scenario was
about half as much across all configurations and test runs.
Due to the almost constant ratios of throughput performance, we omit detailed figures for brevity and focus on
latency results.
Figure 5(a) shows the latencies between the different scenarios with varying numbers of consumers. As the figure
illustrates, we did not observe any difference between none
and actress. Compared to base the latency was 20% (one
consumer) up to 60% (ten consumers) higher. The reflectionbased approach however does not only add to latency, but
latency increases much more with a growing number of consumers. Thus, our approach performs and scales better than
a reflection-based approach.
To better dissect the results, we ran the same experiment
in a local setting (see Figure 5(b)). Maximum throughput
is lower than in a distributed environment, because one machine has to do the whole work now. However, the relative
throughput performance between the scenarios is the same
as above. It becomes even more evident that the reflectionbased approach adds severely to latency (it is ≈10 times
slower), while Actress does not add any measurable overhead. Differences to the base scenario were about the same
but are less visible due to the scale of the y-axis.
Besides illustrating that our approach is faster than a
reflection-based library implementation, this analysis also

shows that our approach is as effective as a tedious manual
coding of transformations, since we do not add any measurable overhead to the baseline performance with no transformations.
Since event notifications are usually of different complexity, we evaluated the influence of the number of attributes in
an event notification. We added ten attributes to the comparably small number of five attributes which notifications
already contained. This results in a total of 15 attributes,
modeling very large event notifications. We added these attributes both in a flat manner and by increasing nesting levels. Figure 5(c) and 5(d) show the impact on latency under
the respective modifications (throughput is only marginally
affected again). Due to increased (de-)serialization effort,
more attributes generally result in higher latency. Generally, we observed that flat event notifications have less negative impact on performance than deep structures (please
note the different scale on the y-axis). Interestingly, scenarios none and actress perform better with flat structures
compared to deep ones, while reflect performs better with
a deep nesting level compared to flat structures (the steep
increase in the graph does not continue for higher consumer
counts). However, the difference for the first two scenarios
is very small, while the reflection-based approach is heavily
affected. In our experience, event notifications yield mostly
flat structures and thus the advantage of our approach is
even more apparent.
Since our approach allows for pushing transformations
into the middleware and thus closer to the producers, we
can avoid redundant transformations. To evaluate the benefit of this, we evaluated the effect of transforming messages
close to the producer and the same transformation happening at each consumer. As the results show, being able to
push the transformation close to the producer leads to huge
performance gains, both in terms of maximum throughput
(Figure 5(e)) and latency (Figure 5(f)).
We conclude, that our approach is superior to reflectionbased approaches as used by self-describing models. It negatively impacts pure channel-based performance, but does
not add any measurable overhead in comparison to contentbased mechanisms, as simulated by the none scenario. Thus,
we can relieve clients from doing transformation manually,
which is both tedious and can lead to negative impacts on
performance.
Because the added overhead is so little, we omit comparisons with other techniques like message filters using XSLT.
The clear advantage of our approach is that transformation
instructions are very light-weight and easily definable, while
the model underlying our approach is provably type safe.

5.4

Case Study: Implementation Effort

When dealing with different data schemas or different interpretations, mediation has to happen at some point. We
show that our approach reduces the implementation effort
of the mediation part. We compare the necessary implementation effort and metadata necessary to describe the transformation we used in the performance analysis. We analyze
our implementation and a reflection-based implementation,
which does the mediation in the consumer by analyzing incoming event notifications. We did not count so called boilerplate code (e.g., class headers, import statements, etc.)
which are usually automatically generated by an IDE.
Table 1 shows the results of our analysis. Using ACTrESS
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Figure 5: Performance results
to offload transformations to the middleware saves about
50% of necessary code compared to a manual approach.
Please note that the number of saved lines are not for the
whole system, but per component that participates in the
event-based system.
The advantage of our approach becomes even more apparent if we consider what happens when a new producer
joins the system. If we use a manual approach in which
each consumer is responsible for the transformation, we have
to modify (and recompile) each consumer. This involves
searching for the right point to insert code, inserting the
new code and ensuring it is working correctly. One might
be able determine that only a certain subset will receive the
new producer’s publications and thus reduce the number of
components that have to be modified. However, this does
not follow the spirit of event-based systems as every producer might start producing new data and the consumers
who were not modified before are now unable to understand
that producer’s event notifications. In addition, a manual
approach violates the independence of producers and consumers by forcing a new producer to notify consumers to
change. With ACTrESS, the producer can seamlessly blend
into the new system without consumers ever noticing the
new participant (except for the published data), favoring
the wanted anonymity between components.

ACTrESS
Component
Context Rules
Conversion Functions
API Call
Total

Lines of Code
5+2†
7
1
15

† We have two contexts, one extending the other

Reflection
Component
Conversion Functions
Reflection Analysis
Bootstrapping
Total

Lines of Code
7
14
8
29

Table 1: Implementation effort of our case study

6.

CONCLUSION

Implementing large-scale event-based systems which connect heterogeneous software components raises the challenge
of allowing components to understand each other’s data. A
prominent domain for large-scale event-based systems is production and logistics [8]. We investigate this area in detail
in current research projects (see Section 2).
In the resulting heterogeneous software systems, many
event producers and consumers reside in different semantic contexts. This makes a mutual understanding of each
other’s data semantics indispensable for seamless interactions. Amongst others, event-driven enterprise software systems face these problems since today’s IT infrastructures
tend to incorporate multiple traditional systems and span
company borders [19].
To enable easy event-based integration and development
of systems with different semantics, we presented ACTrESS,
an automatic context transformation architecture for eventbased software systems, which can be added to any messaging middleware. ACTrESS maintains a runtime modifiable context repository and supports transparent context
transformations for event producers and consumers. Our
implementation is JMS-based with JMS being the de facto
industry standard for messaging and widely used in enterprise software systems.
Compared to other approaches, our design and implementation do not rely on a globally accepted base schema and
are extensible at runtime. We realized our implementation
on top of an existing publish/subscribe middleware, showing
that our design can be integrated into production-strength
systems. Our implementation allows for easy integration of
new event producers and consumers with their respective
contexts.
We evaluated our system using workload based on the
findings from our research projects and expertise in benchmark design. We showed that our approach does not add any
measurable overhead (neither to throughput nor latency)
to a content-based publish/subscribe system. Furthermore,
our approach performs better than more dynamic approaches
like self-describing models.
In furture work, we plan several extensions to ACTrESS.
The greedy transformation approach works best in most
cases, but we identified topologies, in which this might lead
to unnecessary work (e.g., a producer publishing an event
that two consumers will receive, one of which shares the
same context as the producer). We want to develop a strategy of where to transform. Furthermore, we want to investigate if it is possible to generate context definitions automatically from ontologies (e.g., described in OWL [6]). This
would help developers already familiar with OWL and allow for easy integration into other frameworks. Finally, we
aim at making the management of the context repository
more intuitive, e.g. by providing a graphical user interface
to specify context transformation definitions.
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